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Abstract
Extending knowledge by identifying and investigating valu-

able research questions and problems is a core function of
research. Research publications often suggest avenues for fu-
ture work to extend and build upon their results. Considering
these suggestions can contribute to developing research ideas
that build upon previous work and produce results that tie into
existing knowledge. Usable security and privacy researchers
commonly add future work statements to their publications.
However, our community lacks an in-depth understanding of
their prevalence, quality, and impact on future research.

Our work aims to address this gap in the research literature.
We reviewed all 27 papers from the 2019 SOUPS proceedings
and analyzed their future work statements. Additionally, we
analyzed 978 publications that cite any paper from SOUPS
2019 proceedings to assess their future work statements’ im-
pact. We find that most papers from the SOUPS 2019 pro-
ceedings include future work statements. However, they are
often unspecific or ambiguous, and not always easy to find.
Therefore, the citing publications often matched the future
work statements’ content thematically, but rarely explicitly ac-
knowledged them, indicating a limited impact. We conclude
with recommendations for the usable security and privacy
community to improve the utility of future work statements
by making them more tangible and actionable, and avenues
for future work.

1 Introduction

Peer-reviewed scientific publications1 are critical to commu-
nicating research findings to other researchers and the general
public. When extending the overall body of knowledge with
novel insights, researchers frequently build upon and work
in the context of prior research, e.g., developing new ideas,
confirming or falsifying prior results, or comparing their work
with related previous research. Moreover, researchers read

1Disclaimer: We use the terms scientific publications, research articles,
and papers interchangeably in the rest of this work.

many papers or search journals and conference proceedings
for new scientific insights, and also to get inspiration for fu-
ture research. Scientific publications often suggest avenues
for future work to extend and build upon their results. We
refer to those suggestions as future work statements in the rest
of this paper. In recent years, there have been some efforts to
analyze future work statements in the natural language pro-
cessing (NLP) community [73, 74], and information system
design researchers have examined future work statements in
their field to propose a research debt life cycle [9]. Usable se-
curity and privacy (USP) researchers also regularly add such
statements to their publications.

Despite this common practice, the USP community
lacks an in-depth understanding of the reporting of future
work statements, and how future research addresses and
implements these statements. It is unclear how often such
statements are included, what they contain, and how specific
they are. Guidelines for paper content and writing, such as the
Symposium on Usable Privacy and Security (SOUPS) call
for papers [64] or the 2010 article on how to write a SOUPS
publication [59], do not address future work statements
specifically. Moreover, the question arises of how future work
statements in SOUPS research articles affect future research
and thereby the overall development of the field. To address
the above gap in the USP research literature, we investigate
the following research questions in the course of this paper:

RQ1 How do SOUPS research articles include future work
statements? When reading research articles, researchers
commonly encounter statements about ideas for future re-
search. In this work, we aim to better understand the con-
tent and specificity of future work statements in SOUPS
research articles.

RQ2 To what extent do researchers address future work state-
ments from SOUPS research articles? A key aspect of
future work statements is the stimulation of new research
ideas and projects. We aim to gain in-depth insights into
the contribution of future work statements to the future
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of USP research.

To answer these research questions, we first analyze all
27 publications from the SOUPS 2019 proceedings. We iden-
tify and extract all future work statements and explore their
content and quality. Second, for the papers that contained fu-
ture work statements, we analyzed 978 research articles that
cite those to check whether and how the initial future work
statements are addressed by citing publications.

In our work, we make the following contributions:

Analysis of Future Work Statements: We analyzed 129 fu-
ture work statements in the SOUPS 2019 proceedings
for their content, location, and specificity. We find that
suggestions for new research topics or goals are most
common, followed by calls to investigate potential in-
fluence factors for observed phenomenons. Many future
work statements are broad, ambiguous, or have a very
large scope.

Analysis of Citing Publications: For the 26 publications
that contained future work statements, we investigate
978 citing publications, to analyze how those implement
future work statements. We find that only seven publica-
tions implemented a total of eight future work statements.
Our findings suggest that the impact of future work state-
ments on inspiring future USP research is limited.

Recommendations: Based on our findings, we make sug-
gestions for the USP community to improve future work
statements and their utility (Section 6.1). We argue that
future work statements do not always add value, but if
present should be specific, easy to find, and acknowl-
edged by research they influenced.

Dataset: We publish the dataset of annotated future work
statements and the citing publications as an artifact on-
line (see Availability section).

2 Related Work

We discuss related work in two key areas: (i) research re-
garding future work statements, and (ii) meta-research in the
usable security and privacy community.
Research on Future Work. Research on context-based cita-
tion analysis and use of information retrieval and NLP tech-
niques in bibliometrics investigates future work statements.
In 2014, Ding et al. presented a study on content-based cita-
tions, which addresses citation interpretation on a syntactic
and semantic level. They contrasted content analysis as the
traditional, manual approach, and NLP as an emerging auto-
matic or semi-automatic approach [19]. Jha et al. presented
their NLP-driven analysis approach in 2016, aiming to ag-
gregate the scientific community’s attitude towards a given
publication as a measure of impact [35]. An essay by Teufel il-
lustrates challenges and opportunities in evaluating the impact

of future work statements using NLP [67]. In 2019, Li and
Yan proposed a keyword-based approach to identify future
work statements, to improve the integration of future work
statements into quantitative studies of science [41]. Hao et al.
followed up on this with the creation of a manually curated
data set of annotated future work statements from NLP con-
ference papers [30]. Recently, researchers used NLP models
to identify key insights [43], research contributions [12], and
future work statements [34] in scientific publications. Au-
tomatically identified future work statements were further
utilized to identify research trends [54], and generate novel
research ideas [62]. Zhang et al. calculated the correlation of
future work statements with abstracts of subsequent publica-
tions in the NLP domain, finding that similarity increased with
later years of publication of the future work statements. They
additionally observed that similarity typically decreased the
more years had passed after the publication of the future work
statement, but sometimes also increased again at later points,
suggesting a resurgence of a research topic [73]. A content
analysis of the future work statements in NLP research found
four types; supportive, methodological, identifying potential
influence factors, and presenting future targets [74]. In a litera-
ture review of research into venue recommenders, Dehdarirad
et al. found future work statements commonly suggested the
use of more datasets or new algorithms [16]. Barata and da
Cunha conducted a manual analysis of future work statements
in information system design, finding that many focus on the
paper’s limitations. They introduce a research debt life cycle,
showcasing points in the research process where future work
statements can and do have an impact [9].

NLP-based automatic approaches are still an area of active
research and existing models do not necessarily generalize.
We chose to manually analyze future work statements for this
first analysis of future work statements and their impact in
USP.

Meta-Research in Usable Security and Privacy and Adja-
cent Fields. Meta-research to investigate research and publi-
cation practices is an upcoming topic in the USP community.
In 2021, Distler et al. investigated the representation of risk
in security studies with human participants. They also report
on topics studied and methods used in USP publications from
2018–2022, and provide guidelines to improve the clarity and
comprehensiveness of reporting [20]. In 2023, Hasegawa et
al. reviewed 715 USP papers to analyze the demographics
of populations that are studied in USP research. They found
that participant demographics are often not reported, and if
reported skew heavily towards WEIRD (Western, Educated,
Industrialized, Rich, and Democratic) countries [31].

We add our insights on the prevalence and impact of future
work statements to this growing body of knowledge about
meta-research in USP and adjacent fields.
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3 Methodology

Below, we describe our approach to the systematic literature
review of future work statements and their impact on USP
research. Our analysis consists of two parts, as depicted in
the methods overview in Figure 1. (i) First, we investigate
all 27 publications from the SOUPS 2019 proceedings to
identify future work statements and analyze them in depth.
(ii) Second, based on these publications, we analyzed whether
and how 978 publications that cite one of the SOUPS 2019
publications implement or address the originally proposed
future work. We decided to focus on SOUPS publications, as
SOUPS is the premier venue with a focus on publishing USP
research. Moreover, we analyze the 2019 SOUPS proceed-
ings, as they discuss recent research, but are mature enough
that other researchers had almost five years to address sug-
gestions from the 2019 future work statements. Our analysis
of published materials has no human subjects and contains
no sensitive data, thus we do not see ethical concerns, do not
further discuss ethics, and did not request IRB approval.

3.1 Dataset
For our systematic literature analysis, we compiled a dataset
with relevant literature. This corpus consists of two parts.
SOUPS 2019 Proceedings (n = 27). For the analysis of
future work statements, we considered all 27 publications
from the SOUPS 2019 proceedings. We collected the set of
publications based on bibliographic data from DBLP [15],
and validated completeness with a comparison to the SOUPS
full proceedings and technical sessions [63].
Citing Publications (n = 978). To investigate the implemen-
tation of future work statements, we included all citations of
the aforementioned SOUPS 2019 papers. We consider publi-
cations that cite a (SOUPS 2019) paper potential future work
of the original paper. On the contrary, as good scientific prac-
tice means citing and crediting prior work whose future work
statement one addresses, we assume that the non-existence of
such a citation implies not implementing a future work state-
ment. To identify citations, we used Google Scholar, which
yields 1,484 citations of the SOUPS 2019 publications (as of
December 2023).

We applied several inclusion and exclusion criteria. Of the
initial 1,484 citations, we collected citing papers for the anal-
ysis and excluded all non-downloadable publications, e.g.,
due to rare cases of paywalls that our library does not pro-
vide access for,2 dead links, and non-English websites and
papers. We considered conference and journal papers, poster
abstracts, books, and theses, but excluded non-publication for-
mats such as presentation slides. Moreover, we removed any
remaining non-English publications, publications whose PDF

2Our institution provided us access to all major publishers relevant for
USP, including IEEE Xplore, the ACM Digital Library, and Springer and
Elsevier journals and proceedings.

SOUPS 2019 Proceedings
Collected all 27 publications.

1a. Identify Future Work
Statements
Manually reviewed all publica-
tions to identify future work
statements.

1b. Collect Citations
Collected all 1,484 citations
of the SOUPS 2019 papers
via Google Scholar.

2a. Future Work Statements
26 SOUPS 2019 papers con-
tained 129 future work state-
ments.

2b. Filter for Citing Publica-
tions
Applied exclusion criteria:

– no/dead links: 29

– paywalls: 45

– non-English: 76

– non-publication
formats: 18

– broken PDFs: 22

– cite paper without
statements: 50

– duplicates: 266

3a. Future Work Statement
Analysis
Analyzed future work state-
ments for content, location,
and specificity.

3b. Citing Publications
978 papers cited 26 SOUPS
2019 containing future work
statements papers 1,207
times.a

aSome citing publications
cited multiple 2019 SOUPS
papers.

4b. Analyze Citing Publica-
tions
Analyzed if and how a citing
publication implements a
future work statement.

Figure 1: Summary of our two-phase systematic literature
analysis of 27 papers in the SOUPS 2019 proceedings and
their 978 citing research articles.

files we could not open, and duplicate citations per SOUPS
2019 publication during the analysis. Applying all inclusion
and exclusion criteria left 978 papers from 1,207 citations of
SOUPS 2019 publications for the analysis (cf. Figure 1).

3.2 Data Analysis

Below, we describe our two-phase data analysis process.

3.2.1 Analyzing Future Work Statements

In the 27 SOUPS 2019 papers, we identified and analyzed
all future work statements. The first author read all publi-
cations [36] (only skipping related work sections as we did
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not expect them to contain future work) and marked all fu-
ture work statements. We define a future work statement as
follows:

Future Work Statement: A future work statement is a pas-
sage in a research article, that suggests future work ideas
that the research community could address.

We marked all future work statements and summarized their
content using the qualitative data analysis software Atlas.TI3.
For all identified future work statements, we coded content,
location, and specificity. The categories used for content and
specificity are presented in Tables 1 and 3, respectively.

3.2.2 Analyzing Citing Publications

For the citing publications, i.e., any of the 978 publications
citing the SOUPS 2019 papers, we analyzed if and how any
of the initially identified future work statements were im-
plemented. To assess whether citing publications implement
future work of the initial SOUPS papers, the first author re-
viewed all citations for each SOUPS 2019 paper. For each
citing paper, the researcher read its title and abstract and exam-
ined the context—location and level of detail—of citing the
initial SOUPS 2019 paper to identify whether the paper im-
plements any of its future work. This encompassed instances
where the authors directly stated that they implement sug-
gestions from a future work statement, and instances where
a paper’s contributions match the content of a future work
statement. As we assumed that most citing papers do not im-
plement future work statements of a SOUPS 2019 publication,
we based the assessment on the title, abstract, and the citation
itself and only considered other sections in cases of doubt,
similar to the three pass approach for reading papers [36]. For
each paper that implemented future work, we performed an
in-depth analysis and focused on how exactly the future work
statement of the initial SOUPS 2019 paper was implemented,
if the future work statement was acknowledged, or if it was
just general follow-up work (e.g., reusing methods, replica-
tions). After carefully analyzing a SOUPS 2019 publication
and all its citations, we continued with the next SOUPS 2019
paper, until we finished all SOUPS 2019 papers with future
work statements and 978 publications.

3.3 Limitations
We note that this work has some limitations that are typical
for systematic literature analyses. First, we used citations to
identify the papers that potentially implement future work
statements of prior publications. This assumes that the scien-
tific community properly cites scientific work that is related to
or on which it built, e.g., when implementing its future work
statements. If not cited, our approach misses these publica-
tions. However, we argue that the vast majority cites papers

3https://atlasti.com/

correctly, so we would only miss a negligible amount. More-
over, we rely on Google Scholar data, which is a common
source [39], but not guaranteed to be fully accurate.

Our insights are limited to one year of SOUPS proceedings.
However, given the immense effort to consider all citations,
we deem this an acceptable trade-off, as we are not aware
of any indicators for changes in future work behavior. That
said, focusing on the 2019 SOUPS proceedings allows the fol-
lowing papers to emerge over almost five years—while more
recent proceedings would allow fewer papers that implement
future work statements to be published.

Last, we acknowledge that mainly a single researcher con-
ducted the analysis. While multiple researchers often conduct
the same analysis, we refrain from this, due to the high effort
of checking 1,207 citations. However, two people looked at
all future work statements, and edge cases in the analysis of
citing publications were discussed with the research team to
resolve conflicts and reach consensus. Moreover, we argue
that future work statements and their content should be clear
recommendations that can be reliably detected and analyzed.

3.4 Positionality Statement
As parts of this paper are qualitative and require some re-
searcher interpretation, we disclose our backgrounds, which
might influence results [42].

The research group consists of four researchers. The main
author, who largely conducted the analysis, is a Master’s stu-
dent in computer science and is familiar with USP through
various university courses and being a co-author in another pa-
per project. Moreover, the team consists of two Ph.D. students
and a full professor who are all trained computer scientists
and have experience with reading, reviewing, conducting, and
publishing USP research. They helped with writing the paper
and supervised the project.

4 Future Work Statements in SOUPS Publica-
tions

We find that 26 of 27 papers in the 2019 SOUPS proceed-
ings contain 129 future work statements in total, with a me-
dian of 4 future work statements per paper (SD=2.67). This
is slightly above the analysis of information system design
papers by Barata and da Cunha [9]. Table 2 illustrates the
number of future work statements for each paper. Future work
statements had an average length of 39.25 words (MD=35,
SD=20.47). This is on average 10 words longer than Zhu et al.
found for NLP publications [74], which may be because we
considered surrounding contextualizing sentences in our man-
ual analysis, while their automatic approach did not. Most
future work statements were located in the discussion section
followed by sections containing “future work" in the title,
which we found in eight papers. However, some were also
placed in less obvious places such as next to specific results,

4
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Figure 2: Distribution of future work statements in different
sections in the SOUPS 2019 proceedings.

where they are at a higher risk of being overlooked by readers.
Five papers advertised future work statements in their abstract,
and seven additional papers declared them in a contribution
summary or paper structure in the introduction. Figure 2 pro-
vides an overview of future work statement locations. We
describe the different types of future work statements, their
content, and their specificity below.

4.1 Content of Future Work Statements

We assigned six categories to the future work statements
based on their content, four of which we adapted from prior
work [74], and two that emerged from the data. Multiple
categories are possible for one future work statement. Five
future work statements were too ambiguous to assign any
category.4 We present an overview of the categories, their
definition, and the number of corresponding future works in
Table 1.

Present Future Research Targets. Most commonly, 49 fu-
ture work statements described a target for future work, such
as a new area to investigate, or a new research goal. These
were often related to the study’s topic but did not necessar-
ily follow directly from its contributions. Instead, there were
often other interesting aspects of the research subject that
had been out of the original study’s scope, such as: “Our
analysis primarily focuses on usability issues and does not
intend to analyze legal compliance (although the latter is an
important direction for future work).” ([28]), and “We also in-
tend to further explore the question of how robust the subject
Organization is against active attacks, and if subject spoof-
ing might become more common in the future.” ([21]). In
addition, several of these future work statements proposed
research goals to help reduce or solve problems that a study
had uncovered, e.g.: “Research into the usability of dynamic
updating systems and avenues for improvement could poten-
tially eliminate update timing concerns for administrators in
the future.” ([40]).

4Those are marked in the replication package.

Identify Potential Factors to Investigate. 34 of the future
work statements encouraged future research to investigate
potential factors that could influence a phenomenon the study
had observed. Often, these potential factors directly emerged
from the study’s findings, but insights regarding their real
effect were limited and warranted further investigation. Quali-
tative methodology uncovered potential factors to investigate,
such as in this study investigating security and privacy at-
titudes of older adults: “Some of the patterns we identified
in our exploratory qualitative study merit further systematic
investigation, such as older adults’ uncertainties about data
deletion and retention” ([23]). Some studies had results on
potential factors that were not their primary research target,
and inconclusive due to confounding factors:

“Additional research will be necessary to tease
apart the effect of culture from other confounding
factors such as, for example, the work contexts of
AMT workers in the U.S. versus those in India.”
— [14]

Some studies also reasoned about potential factors beyond
their results:

“Finally, the measures we recommend should be
tested “in the wild” to determine their efficacy. For
example, we might test whether having targeted
training materials for educational programs can
positively impact older adults’ privacy and security
behaviors” — [23]

Call for Extension of the Methodology. In 24 cases, future
work statements addressed a study’s methodological limita-
tions and called for future work to overcome them with an
extended or different methodology. One example of such a
limitation was bias introduced by the method of data collec-
tion: “In future work, it would be useful to catch behavior
changes closer to the moment those behaviors occur, perhaps
through a diary study.” ([14]) Several future work statements
also asked for confirmation of the study’s results or their gen-
eralization, e.g.,

“Second, our experiment was designed to expose
participants to notifications at a higher rate than is
normally encountered in the same amount of time
during usual computer usage. In future research, it
would be interesting to explore if the generalization
of habituation occurs with the same amount of ex-
posures distributed across a longer time window.”
— [70]

One study that contributed a survey instrument pointed out a
need for further and continued evaluation of the scale [22].
Detail How Results Support Future Research Design Deci-
sions. Twelve future work statements included a description
of how the study’s contributions benefit future work in the

5



Table 1: Summary of the six future work statement categories we identified and their distribution in the SOUPS 2019 proceedings.

Category Definition #FWS1

Future Research Target∗ The future work statement points out a specific area, a topic, or a goal for
future research.

49

Potential Factors of Influence∗ The future work statement asks the researcher to further investigate the effect
of potentially influential factors uncovered in the study.

34

Extension of Methodology The future work statement asks future research to address limitations inherent
to the study’s methodology or to verify or expand the results with an extended
or different methodology.

24

Supportive∗ The future work statement describes how the contributions of the study can
support future research design decisions.

12

Different Populations The future work statement calls for an examination of (a) different popula-
tion(s).

11

Utilize Contributed Methodology∗ The future work statement calls for future research to utilize a methodology
or study instrument that the study contributes.

5

∗ Adapted from Zhu et al. [74]. 1 Number of future work statements.

design of studies. This was often applied to rather broad areas
of research. Supportive future work statements commonly
revolved around methodological design decisions, including
ethical considerations as well as insights on characteristics of
populations to be considered in study design:

“However, privacy designs need to consider the
multi-faceted and intersectional aspects of people’s
marginalized identities. We believe that one prac-
tical way to do this is through focus groups and
participatory action/design research.” — [32]

Some studies instead highlighted how their results could in-
form the design of systems and solutions in a particular re-
search area: “For example, work on systems for mimicry at-
tacks could use our results here as a baseline for unsupported
modification ability.” ([47]).
Call to Examine Different Populations. Future work state-
ments mentioned studying one or more different populations
eleven times. Most common was a desire to extend the stud-
ied population to allow for generalization of results or gain
insights on additional groups, such as:

“It would be helpful to study populations with differ-
ent risk-cost trade-offs, such as immigrants or dis-
sidents, and to ascertain that risk communication
translates well to other cultures and languages.”
— [72]

Two future work statements highlighted the value of com-
paring results from different populations, and one said that
research focusing on a specific population may enhance their
general results.
Call for Studies Utilizing a Contributed Methodology.
The five instances of future work statements recommending
further utilization of contributed methods occurred across four

papers. One contributed a method to evaluate privacy designs
and highlighted the possibility of using it across systems and
scenarios. One’s main contribution was the development of
a scale for assessing security attitudes and listing potential
research questions it could help answer as examples. The third
presents a system design to simulate an implicit authentica-
tion system used in the main study and expresses hope to
enable further evaluations. Finally, one paper evaluated some
usability principles and concluded that their approach was
suitable to also evaluate other such principles.

4.2 Specificity of Future Work Statements
In addition to the type of content, we analyzed the level of
specificity of future work statements. We identified four dif-
ferent levels: broad/ambiguous, clearly stating a research ob-
jective, clearly stating a research method, and clearly stating
a research objective and method. For future work statements
that stated a research objective, we estimated if the objective
could be addressed in a single study. We present an overview
of how many future work statements were assigned to what
level in Figure 3.

0 50
# Future Work Statements

Broad/Ambiguous
Clearly Stating Research Objective

Clearly Stating Research Method
Clearly Stating Research Objective and Method

Objective Addressable in Single Study

31
76

5
17

63

Figure 3: Summary of future work statement specificity.

We note that while many future work statements provided a
research objective, 31 of them were too broad to be addressed
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by a single follow-up study, and only a few commented on
possible methods to achieve the research objective. Several
research objectives were very ambitious, and might not be
achievable with methods currently available to USP research,
e.g.:

“explore new monetization models for apps that go
beyond advertising and paid models, which ideally
retain the low barrier to entry that free apps have,
but do not pose the same consumer risks as targeted
advertising.” — [49]

or “more research is needed to design optimal systems to
induce best behavior.” ([38]). At 31, about a quarter of the
future work statements were broad or ambiguous and pro-
vided neither a research objective nor method. While 121
future work statements did not specify who should implement
them beyond the research community, eight statements were
authors declaring their intent to conduct the research they sug-
gested in their future work statements. All of these presented
a research objective with a scope suitable for a single study.

Key Findings (RQ1). We found 129 future work statements that
commonly point out new research areas, topics, and goal. They
also called for the investigation of the impact of potential factors of
influence, methodological extensions, consideration of insights in
future research design, examination of additional populations, and
reuse of methodological contributions. Future work statements
were often broad or ambiguous, or meant to address the limitations
of a paper.

5 Implementation of Future Work Statements

Below, we detail our findings on how citing publications
implement suggestions from future work statements of the
SOUPS 2019 proceedings. Table 2 gives an overview of the
citing publications that implement and acknowledge future
work statements.

5.1 Implementation Frequency of Future
Work Statements

Out of the 26 SOUPS 2019 publications that contain future
work statements, for five of them suggestions from future
work statements have been implemented and acknowledged
by seven citing publications. This is similar for the 129 fu-
ture work statements from the 26 SOUPS 2019 publications;
eight statements have been implemented and acknowledged.
While future work statements of 3 SOUPS 2019 publications
have been implemented by one citing publication, the remain-
ing two had their future work statements implemented by two
citing publications.

Overall, we see a slight tendency for more future work im-
plementations among highly cited SOUPS 2019 publications,
compared to the ones that are less often cited. While all papers

whose future work statements have been implemented by two
citing publications have at least 136 citations, those with only
one citing publication implementing a future work statement
have only been cited at least 51 times (cf. Table 2).5

As shown in Figure 4, the future work statements have
been first implemented in the year following the publication
of the original SOUPS paper. While we found a similar occur-
rence in the following years, in 2023 no citing publications
implemented any future work statement from a SOUPS 2019
paper.

2019 2020 2021 2022 2023
Year

0
1
2
3

0

3
2 2

0

Figure 4: Publication years of citing publications that imple-
ment a future work statement from SOUPS 2019 papers.

5.2 How Future Work Statements were Imple-
mented

Analyzing the citing publications that cite SOUPS 2019 pa-
pers, we found seven publications that implement and ac-
knowledge the suggestions from a future work statement.
However, we found five other types of related follow-ups
that are similar to but not implemented and acknowledged
future work statements. Below, we outline the qualitative dif-
ferences.

Implementation of Future Work Statements. We found
seven publications (Table 2) that implement and acknowledge
future work statements as outlined in the original SOUPS
2019 publication. By implementing future work statements,
we refer to follow the suggestions the authors of the preceding
SOUPS paper made exactly or with only minor differences.
By acknowledgment, we mean that the authors of the citing
publication state that they were aware of the implemented
future work statements from prior publications.

For example, Reese et al. published a SOUPS article named
“A Usability Study of Five Two-Factor Authentication Meth-
ods”, containing a future work statement which recommends:

“Even if we had reached saturation, the limited demographics
of the study still warrant further studies with a broader popu-
lation.” ([58]). Kruzikova et al. implemented this future work
statement and acknowledged it as follows:

“However, there are few studies that focus on these
underlying factors, and they were often conducted

5Disclaimer: This is only a hypothesis based on our findings, as the
number of papers in the SOUPS 2019 proceedings is too small to statistically
confirm this observation.
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Table 2: Overview of all 27 SOUPS 2019 publications, their future work statements, and citing publications which implemented
the future work statements.

SOUPS 2019 Proceedings #Cites1 Has
FWS2 #FWS2 Implementation and Acknowledgment of Future Work Statements

[1] Abdi et al. 2 4 0 —
[5] Alqhatani and Lipford 44 2 0 —
[7] Ayalon and Toch 13 7 0 —

[11] Busse et al. 54 4 0 —
[13] Ciolino et al. 51 0 0 —
[14] Das et al. 51 4 1 Murthy et al. [50] (2021)
[18] Di Martino et al. 62 6 0 —
[21] Drury and Meyer 41 4 0 —
[22] Faklaris et al. 66 7 0 —
[23] Frik et al. 135 7 1 Ray et al. [56] (2020)
[24] Fulton et al. 37 4 0 —
[28] Habib et al. 81 2 0 —
[32] Hayes et al. 50 8 0 —
[38] Kum et al. 16 10 0 —
[40] Li et al. 60 7 1 Martius and Tiefenau [44] (2020)
[47] Mecke et al. 12 11 0 —
[48] Mecke et al. 4 5 0 —
[49] Mhaidli et al. 64 7 0 —
[52] Patnaik et al. 50 3 0 —
[53] Pearman et al. 141 5 0 —
[55] Qin et al. 27 2 0 —
[58] Reese et al. 160 2 2 Kruzikova et al. [37] (2022), Golla et al. [26] (2021)
[61] Simoiu et al. 41 7 0 —
[65] Tabassum et al. 136 5 2 Sereda [60] (2022), Haney et al. [29] (2020)
[70] Vance et al. 36 3 0 —
[71] Voronkov et al. 21 1 0 —
[72] Wu et al. 29 2 0 —

Total 1,484 26 129 5 7

1 Number of citations of the SOUPS 2019 paper (as of December 2023). 2 Number of future work statements in the SOUPS 2019 paper.

on small or student samples that limit the gener-
alization to the wider population (e.g., Weir et al.,
2009; Krol et al., 2015; Reese et al., 2019). To over-
come this limitation, we collected data from two
independent samples of smartphone users that to-
gether cover users aged 26 to 82.” — [37]

In another paper, the authors acknowledged and imple-
mented the entirety of future work statements, without imple-
menting each exactly. Das et al. [14] identified differences
in how people from the U.S. and India share security and
privacy (S&P) behavior, and called to investigate this further
in three future work statements: They called to investigate
(i) the effect of culture and other confounding factors between
workers from India and the U.S., (ii) the level of age-based
personalization needed to trigger S&P behavior. They also
stated: “People from the U.S. were far less likely to share than
people from India. [. . .], but further research is necessary for
this to be conclusive.” ([14]). In a citing publication, Murthy
et al. [50] addressed and acknowledged these future work

statements as follows: “Prior work comparing the privacy
attitudes and behaviors of people in the US and India sug-
gests that people in India take a more social approach to SP
[10].” ([50]). They implemented future work by investigat-
ing an older adult population in India and their social S&P
practices and social support system regarding S&P.

Given the high number of 978 analyzed publications that
cite a SOUPS 2019 paper, the implementation and acknowl-
edgment of future work statements were rare. Instead, the
below types—which are similar to, but not implementation of
future work statements, as discussed before—occured more
frequently.

Below, we outline the five types of related follow-up studies
that are similar to, but not implementing or acknowledging, a
future work statement. We give examples and explain why we
do not consider these to implement and acknowledge future
work statements. As these insights are qualitative, we refrain
from reporting numbers on their occurrence and only roughly
indicate prevalence.
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Thematic Similarity with Future Work Statements. Most
commonly, we found publications that did align with future
work statements to some extent but lacked a clear acknowledg-
ment of the future work statements in the original papers. We
call this thematic similarity as the citing publication might be
inspired by the prior work and/or its future work statements.
There are several examples of future work statements that
citing publications address to some degree, such as:

“In particular, it is not yet clear how the issues we
identified affect older adults’ privacy and security
behavior as compared to the general population,
or whether their security and privacy management
strategies are more or less effective than those of
the general population.” — [23]

While the paper by Berridge et al. [10] implement but do
not acknowledge future work statements of that paper [23],
others’ publications were related but aligned only roughly
with the future work statements. For example, one paper [27]
conducted a related study and compared privacy attitudes,
trust, and risk beliefs between younger and older adults; and
another paper [25] compared the privacy decision-making
processes of older and younger adults. Another example is
the future work statement by Drury and Meyer:

“In future work, we plan to explore whether the
observed differences between benign and phish-
ing website certificates can be used to enhance
the phishing detection capabilities of automated
detection tools or users themselves.” — [21]

Several publications address this problem as well [33, 4].
They focus on this topic but do not directly acknowledge that
they were inspired by previous future work statements. Since
they did not acknowledge the future work statement from
the original SOUPS paper—although citing it—we classified
those as similar but not an implementation of future work
statements. The main argument is that it is not clear whether
the authors were guided or tried to implement the future work
statement.

Replication Papers. A special case that we encountered was
papers that conducted a replication of a preceding publica-
tion. While replication papers copy or adapt the method of
the original paper, we did not classify those as implementa-
tion of future work, when there was no future work statement
on replication. Nonetheless, we acknowledge that replication
studies are, to some degree, a continuation of prior work and
therefore similar to future work implementations. There are
two types of replication papers: (i) replication papers who
did the replication as suggested in a future work statement,
and (ii) conducting a replication without being suggested in a
future work statement. We found two replication papers [66,
8] which are instances of the first type, as they loosely ad-
dress future work statements without acknowledging them.

Their authors did not relate to future work statements, there-
fore we do not know if they considered them. We note that
some papers suggest replications implicitly in their future
work statements, e.g., by considering a different or broader
population. We found four replication papers of the second
type [57, 45, 51, 17], that were conducted although the preced-
ing SOUPS 2019 publications did not contain a future work
statement that proposes a replication.
Simultaneous Publication of the Same or Similar Stud-
ies. In a rare case, two related papers were very similar to
each other. However, they did not seem to have influenced
each other as the researchers worked independently and in
parallel on their projects. In that sense, the researchers worked
on the same projects unintentionally. Therefore, they did not
implement future work statements of each other. Tiefenau
et al. mentioned in “Security, Availability, and Multiple In-
formation Sources: Exploring Update Behavior of System
Administrators” [68] that Li et al. [40] published indepen-
dently a “closely related paper” at SOUPS 2019. Hence, it
is not the implementation of a future work statement, but we
acknowledge their strong connection.
Methodical Contribution and Reuse. One of the SOUPS
2019 papers is a methodological contribution. Faklaris et al.
presented SA-6, a scale to assess security attitudes of human
subjects [22]. There are multiple citing publications which
use this scale in their studies [2, 3, 46]. Therefore, there is a
clear relation to the original SOUPS paper, but not in terms
of implementing future work statements. In another case, the
authors reused and adapted methods from Mhaidli et al. [49]:

“Our survey was inspired by the work of Mhaidli et al. [183]
and consisted of five parts.” ([69]).
General Inspiration without a Future Work Statement.
Last, we found citing publications that generally seem to be
highly related to, building on, or extending prior publications,
even if prior publications do not contain any future work state-
ment. We perceived this as a general advancement of science
to inspire new ideas from related research (even in the ab-
sence of future work statements); but it is no implementation
of future work statements. As previously described, there was
initial work at SOUPS from Drury and Meyer [21]. Three
years later, AlSabah et al. published “Content-Agnostic De-
tection of Phishing Domains using Certificate Transparency
and Passive DNS” [6] which seems to be highly related and
inspired by the publication of Drury and Meyer:

“Previous work [57] suggests that it is generally
impossible to differentiate between benign sites and
phishing sites based on the content of simple X.509
certificate features alone. To address this issue, we
combine aggregate and historical certificate fea-
tures taken from CT logs to effectively identify re-
curring long-term phishing domains. We also com-
bine CT and pDNS features to effectively mark new
phishing domains.” — [6]
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5.3 Who Implements Future Work Statements

For the seven citing publications that implement and acknowl-
edge future work statements, we investigated who imple-
mented them and how those papers have been published.

Authors. Only one citing publications that implements three
future work statements share at least one author with the
original SOUPS 2019 paper. For the remaining six, a distinct
set of authors implemented the future work statement.

Venues & Publication Types. Overall, the seven citing publi-
cations that implement future work statements were different
types of publications, and published across different venues.
At four, most were full conference papers published at ACM
CSCW, PETS/PoPETs, USENIX Security, and HCI for Cy-
bersecurity, Privacy and Trust. None were also published at
SOUPS. The remaining publications were a journal article in
Computer&Security, a workshop paper, and a thesis.

5.4 Characteristics of Implemented Future
Work Statements

Of the eight future work statements that were implemented
and acknowledged, none declared the authors’ intent to con-
duct future work, which aligns with the fact that most were
implemented by a distinct set of authors (cf. Section 5.3). The
statements’ content varied from method extensions (4), to
potential influence factors (3), analysis of different popula-
tions (3), and statements supporting future research design (2).
None suggested a future research target. Six of the future work
statements stated a research objective, two were broad or am-
biguous, and none suggested a research method for future
work.

Key Findings (RQ2). We find that eight of 129 future work state-
ments have been implemented and acknowledged by seven citing
publications, starting the year after the original SOUPS publica-
tion. Publications inspired future research (e.g., thematic simi-
larity, method reuse, replications) without acknowledgment of
future work statements. Authors rarely implemented their own fu-
ture work statements. Implemented and acknowledged statements
often called for an extension of their methodology.

6 Discussion

In our analysis of the 27 SOUPS 2019 publications and their
future work statements (RQ1), we find that almost all papers
(26) include future work statements, 129 in total (Section 4).
However, we find that many future work statements are broad,
ambiguous, or have a large scope (Section 4.1). Regarding
how researchers implement those future work statements
(RQ2), we find that only eight have been implemented and
acknowledged by seven publications (Section 5.1). Nonethe-
less, publications might inspire future and follow-up work—

independent of whether any future work statement was in-
cluded (Section 5.2).

Given the low number of implemented and acknowledged
future work statements, we conclude that the overall impact
of current future work statements on the USP field and its
advancement is limited. We hypothesize that the high preva-
lence of broad and ambiguous future work statements is one
reason for the limited impacts, as such statements are rarely
actionable. Additionally, we find that future research might be
directed by prior, related research papers as a whole—not only
their future work statements. Method reuse and thematic simi-
larity to papers and their future work statements (Section 5.2)
suggest that future research might be more dependent on prior
publications’ results, innovative ideas, methods, and broader
context instead. Replication studies, while rare, indicate this
as well, as they are also conducted when not proposed by
future work statements.

While we do not know the authors’ motivation for spec-
ifying future work statements in their papers, we see a few
potential reasons. As authors might want to keep good re-
search ideas for their research agenda, but still want to relate
to a prior publication, they might include only broad and un-
specific statements to protect themselves from being scooped.
Some authors stated that they would implement the sugges-
tions from their future work statement in a follow-up study.
We hypothesize that this could be intended as a reservation to
prevent other researchers from working on the same project.
Finally, and similar to related work [9], we find that future
work statements often address methodological limitations.
Such future work statements commonly asked future research
to extend methodology (cf. Section 4.1) to eliminate biases
or assert generalizability of findings. The reason for such fu-
ture work statements may be to placate critical reviewers and
alleviate concerns about the impact of findings rather than to
actually encourage future studies.

Given the rare adoption and limited impact of future work
statements in our dataset, the question arises whether authors
should include future work statements in their publications. If
future work is only stated to refute limitations or is too broad
to be actionable, we argue that future work statements add
little value to a research publication. In some cases, future
work opportunities are trivial. For example, replication is an
obvious follow-up idea for almost any paper. If a future work
statement adds little value, authors might better use space
for more valuable things. Moreover, future work statements
should not be included because they are common in USP
papers. Despite all that, researchers spend a lot of time on
their research projects and might have unique insights on the
topic, including possible future work, that are not evident to
readers of their papers. In such cases and generally, when they
add novel or valuable points to a paper, we advocate including
future work statements in publications. Below, we detail how
we think of giving and implementing future work statements
in USP research can be improved.
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6.1 How to Improve Future Work Statements
From our insights on future work statements, their content,
and impact, we derive the following recommendations for the
USP community:

If Making a Future Work Statement, Be Specific. If au-
thors decide to include one or more future work statements in
their publications, they should make them specific and action-
able to help maximize value and impact. We observed that
future work statements that were acknowledged and imple-
mented mostly stated clear research objectives, which com-
monly described how to extend the study’s method or popu-
lation or examine uncovered potential influence factors (Sec-
tion 5.4). We believe that the USP community can best benefit
from future work statements that are based on the researchers’
detailed insights into the used methods and studied problem.
Consequently, authors should take the time and space to de-
rive future work statements from such insights and provide
details on research objectives and potential methods. Similar
to Barata and da Cunha [9], we encourage authors to include
examples of possible follow-up studies and clearly explain the
capabilities of datasets and artifacts. Additionally, future work
statements that provide parameter sets (e.g., what population)
for replication could simplify and encourage replication stud-
ies, of which we observed relatively few in our dataset.

Make Future Work Statements Findable. As visible in
the widespread distribution of future work statements across
different paper sections (Figure 2), there is currently no con-
sensus in the USP community on where to provide future
work statements, making some of them hard to find. To in-
crease accessibility, we recommend that researchers place
future work statements in the discussion section, which is
currently the most common, and ideally use a designated
subsection title. We suggest to incorporate this recommen-
dation in future guides for reporting in USP papers, such as
previously provided by Schechter [59] and Distler et al. [20].

Acknowledge When Research was Shaped by Future
Work Statements. We observed that subsequent studies
rarely acknowledged future work statements even when they
are thematically (very) similar to them. This remained true
for authors who followed their own future work statements
and made it difficult to assess if a future work statement in-
fluenced a later study design. To encourage USP researchers
to invest time and effort into specific, actionable future work
statements, they should be explicitly acknowledged when im-
plemented by future work. This provides both recognition for
the original authors and improved clarity on how studies build
upon each other in the USP field.

6.2 Future Work
In writing a paper on future work, we aim to give future
work statements that follow the aforementioned recommen-
dations. While this paper comprehensively investigates the

future work statements in SOUPS 2019 papers and how they
are implemented, we lack insights for other years and venues.
Therefore, we suggest to conduct similar studies for other
years and venues, e.g., to validate our results. To this end, our
methodology and coding could be directly replicated by other
researchers. As outlined in Section 2, several NLP-based ap-
proaches for future work analyses exist. We propose applying
those to facilitate a literature review of future work statements
on a larger corpus of USP publications. Our provided dataset
of future work statements can be used as ground truth to fine-
tune models for USP research or evaluate the existing NLP
approaches’ performance.

7 Conclusion

In a literature review, we analyzed the future work statements
from all 27 papers of the SOUPS 2019 proceedings. Then,
we analyzed 978 papers which cited the SOUPS 2019 pro-
ceedings for if and how they implement these future work
statements. 26 of the SOUPS 2019 papers contained a total of
129 future work statements, of which only eight statements
had been implemented and acknowledged by seven citing pub-
lications. In contrast, several studies implement future work
statements, or publish thematically similar studies or repli-
cations, without acknowledging the future work statements.
This mismatch indicates a very limited impact of future work
statements in USP. Reasons for the limited impact might be
that many future work statements were unspecific and broad,
that some were placed in unexpected parts of a paper, or
that research is inspired by a publication’s results, innovative
ideas, methods, and broader context instead. Therefore, we
recommend considering whether adding future work state-
ments adds value to a publication, and if so making it specific,
actionable, and findable. To increase recognition for authors’
efforts and clarity about research publications, the influence
of future work statements should be explicitly acknowledged.

Availability

To support transparency, verifiability, and repeatability of
our work, we provide the following artifacts: (1) annotated
dataset of future work statements from SOUPS 2019 pro-
ceedings, (2) dataset of 978 publications that cite one or
more SOUPS 2019 papers. The artifacts are available at:
https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/QKFNB.
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